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Vestibular Schwannoma: Presenting Symptoms
in A Series Of 106 Patients
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Abstract: The authors were a retrospective study of 106 patients with vestibular schwannoma (VS) which

was conducted in the population of Galicia, who visited to the University Hospital Santiago de Compostela

from February 21, 1992 to March 3, 2014. In this study, we included only VS cases, and most of them were

diagnosed by MRI with enhanced gadolinium. As exclusion criteria, we used tumors separately from VS or

cases of CPA tumors of unknown origin. According to the authors, the clinical manifestations of the sun vary

greatly and include unilateral high-frequency sensorineural hearing loss, tinnitus, imbalance, pressure in the

ear, earache, sometimes dizziness, instability, etc. The deterioration of clinical signs often associated with a

tumor growth. The most common symptom at the time of diagnosis is hearing loss. Type of hearing loss is a

neurosensory high frequency hearing loss with an oblique audiometric configuration.
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I. RELEVANCE

Vestibular schwannoma (VS) or Acoustic neurinoma (AN) is a benign tumor arising of Schwann cells forming the

myelin sheath of the vestibulocochlear nerve (VN). “De duro quodam corpusculo, nervio auditorio adherente” – were

the first postmortem descriptions made for VS in 1777, by Eduard Sandiford - Professor of Pahology in Leiden, in his

book called “Anatome infantis cerebro destitute” [1,2,3].

The cause of VS is unknown. However, Cushing (1917) and Revilla (1948) believed trauma was a plausible

explanation, as some observations apparently associated occipital trauma with tumors of the cerebellopontine angle

(CPA) [3-5].

According to some other authors, VS related symptoms are sometimes exacerbated during pregnancy has elicited the

hypothesis that hormonal mechanisms may be involved in the genesis or progression of these tumors. A hereditary

component is reasonably unlikely, except in the unquestionably inherited cases of schwannoma that present as part of the

complex of neurofibromatosis type [2-5].

The clinical presentations of a VS is highly variable and includes unilateral high frequency sensoneural hearing loss,

tinnitus, disequilibrium, pressure in the ear, otalgia, and occasionally vertigo, which result from pressure exerted by the

tumor upon the cochlear and vestibular portions of the eighth cranial nerve. But the hearing loss is the most common

finding, occurring in more than 95% of patients over the course of this disease [2,3].

Over the last decade, incidence of VS appears to be increasing. According to data from Denmark based upon an

established comprehensive VS tumor registry suggest an increase from 7.8 to 12.4 cases per million from 1976to 1995.

As incidence appears to be increasing, tumor size at time of diagnosis is falling, while median age at diagnosis

remains relatively static [3,4].

The VS is benign and usually grows quite slowly [1-10]. However, as VS grows, it compresses the vestibulocochlear

or both vestibulocochlear and facial nerve in internal acoustic canal and affects the hearing, balance and facial function.
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Therefore, usually it causes unilateral or asymmetric hearing loss, tinnitus, and loss of balance from simple unsteadiness,

up to serious vertigo [2-5].

II. OBJECTIVE

The aim of the present study was to discuss the initial signs of VS and to evaluate the symptoms and signs as well as

their correlation with the tumor extension over the time. Our analysis based on subjective disturbances against objective

condition of the patient and symptomatology against to results of audiologic tests and VS size.

The sudden hearing loss occurs in about 25% of patients with VS. However, because VS is a rare condition, sudden

hearing loss attributable to an acoustic tumor occurs in only 1-5 percent of patients with sudden hearing loss, as there are

many more common causes. Even a sudden hearing loss with complete recovery can be caused by a VS.35. The

mechanism of hearing loss is related to the direct compression of the cochlear nerve. Hearing loss occurs in VS patients

as a symptom may be of several years’ duration prior to diagnosis.

In some cases, the tumor growth may interfere with the facial nerve causing facial numbness, or it may also affect

the motor fibers of the facial nerve causing facial weakness or paralysis on the ipsilateral side. In case, if the tumor

becomes larger and larger it may prolapse into CPA like an ice cream cone, and it will eventually compress against

nearby the important brain structures like the brainstem and the cerebellum which makes the VS life-threatening (Fig.1).

Fig. 1. Contrast enhanced axial and coronal T1-weighted MRI showing small VS resembling an ice cream cone in

the left cerebellopontine angle.

Therefore, the clinical presentation may depend on location and size of the VS. The majority of cases the presenting

symptom of VS is a hearing loss. However, the complaint making the patient to come to the hospital could be different

[3].

Many patients, especially old patients do not pay attention to hard of hearing, but they concern either ringing in the

ear or balance problems. At the diagnostic stage otolaryngologists perform audio-vestibular tests and usually reveal

additional signs like hearing loss and symptoms of compression of other cranial nerves [2-5].

III. PATIENTS AND METHODS

One hundred seven (106) patients with Vestibular Schwannoma (VS) underwent a retrospective study which has

been implemented in the Galicia population which attended Santiago de Compostela University Hospital from the period

between February 21, 1992 and March 03, 2014.

In this study, we have included only cases of VS and most of which were diagnosed by the means of gadolinium-

enhanced MRI. As criterions of exclusion we have used the tumors apart from a VS or cases of CPA tumors of unknown

origin.
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Among the studied cases, there was 1 (0, 92%) young male, at the age of 36, who was diagnosed with a bilateral VS

due to Neurofibromatosis Type II (NF2). In spite of knowing the clear distinct origin of the NF2, we have included this

patient as a clinical presentation and the nature of the tumor was absolutely the same.

IV. RESULTS

Initial symptoms
First of all, we have revealed the primary symptoms of VS which brought the patient to the physician (Table 7). In

the majority of cases, 68 (64.1%), the primary symptom of a VS was hearing loss in the affected ear. The second major

presenting symptom of a VS was tinnitus. The first sign of a VS in 24 (22.1%) of the patients was the complaint of

having tinnitus (Table 1).

Primary sign of VS Number of patients Percentage

Hearing loss 68 64,1%
Tinnitus 24 22, 1%
Vertigo 9 8, 3%
Unsteadiness 4 3, 7%
Dizziness 1 0,9%
Total 106 100,0%

Table 1. Distribution of patients regarding the type of presenting symptoms of VS
Symptoms at the time of diagnosis

Apart from the symptoms of presentation reported by patients, there were additional symptoms found at the oto-

neurologic examination which immediately brought about their diagnosis.

In 11 (16.1%) out of 68 (63.2%) patients, the hearing loss was the only presenting symptom of a VS and there were

no any other symptoms at the time of diagnosis. But in 54 (59.0%) of the patients with hearing loss, the tinnitus and

vestibular symptoms presented were associated with hearing loss. Only in one case (0.94%) out of 106 patients, did the

tinnitus purely present a VS at the pretreatment stage. In contrast, in 23 (21.6%) cases of hearing loss, vestibular and

other symptoms, were associated secondly to tinnitus. The cases of vertigo and unsteadiness never presented as an only

sign of a VS and the patients were always associated with either symptom. But in the case of one (0.94%) patient, the

dizziness was purely presented as VS. The detailed clinical symptoms and their association can be seen in Table 8.

Presenting symptom Additional symptoms found at the time of diagnosis

Hearing loss (68) Only hearing loss (11)

Tinnitus (40) Only tinnitus (26)
Instability and/or vertigo (10)
Hypoesthesia in Ramsay-Hunt area (2)
Instability and hypoesthesia in R-H area (1)
Vertigo and facial palsy (1)

Vertigo, dizziness and/or
instability (14)

Only vertigo, dizziness and/o instability (13)
Dysphony (1)

Other: earache (1), pain in hemifacial area (1) and lack of speech indelibility (1).

Tinnitus (24) Only tinnitus (1)
Hearing loss (19) Only hearing loss (18)

Headache (1)
Other: vertigo (1), instability (1), plugged ear (1) and dizziness, nausea and vomiting (1)

Dizziness (1) Only dizziness (1)
Instability (4) Hearing loss (1)

Hearing loss, dizziness and loss of consciousness (1)
Tinnitus (1)

Clumsiness of right hemisphere and facial paresis (1)
Vertigo (9) Hearing loss (6) Only hearing loss (3)
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Instability (1), tinnitus (1) and hypoesthesia in Ramsay-Hunt
area (1)

Tinnitus (2)

Instability (1)

Table 2. Distribution of presenting symptoms (which brought the patient to a physician) and symptoms found at the

time of diagnosis of a VS

Localization of VS

Regarding the localization of a tumor, there were, in general, 25 (23.6%) patients who presented with an

extracanalicular VS, 41 (38.7%) who presented with an intracanalicular VS, and 40 (37.7%) patients who presented with

an intra-extracanalicular VS. Among the patients with an intracanalicular VS, there were 27 (65.8%) females and 14

(34.1%) males. In a group of patients with intra-extracanalicular VS, there were 19 (47.5%) females and 21 (52.5%)

males. Distribution of patients regarding the localization of VS illustrated in Table3.

Patients Localization of VS Total

Extracanalicular Intracanalicular Intra-
extracanalicular

G
en
de
r

Female

Number of gender 11(19,3%) 27(44,4%) 19(33,3%) 57

% of affected side 44,0% 65,9% 47,5% 53,8%

Male

Number of gender 14 (28,6%) 14(28,6%) 21(42,9%) 49

% of affected side 56,0% 34,1% 52,5% 46,2%

Total

Number of gender 25(23,6%) 41(38,7%) 40(37,7%) 106

% of affected side 100% 100% 100% 100%

Table 3. Distribution of VS patients regarding gender and localization of a VS
In order to know if there is any correlation between the localization of VS and the gender of the patients, we have

applied the Chi-squared test which didn’t show statistical significance (p-value 0.09).

The following plotted graph illustrates the frequency of VS related symptoms and information regarding the

localization of VS.
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Figure 2. Distribution of presenting symptoms regarding the localization of the tumor
The plotted graph above shows a visual relationship between localization and primary symptoms of VS and the

applied two tailed Pearson and Spearman test equally showing the significant relationship between localization and

initial symptoms (p=0.01).

V. DISCUSSION

In general, the primary signs of a VS can be otologic, vestibular, neurologic and neurosurgical. The most common

presenting otologic symptoms of VS are considered to be hearing loss.243-246 In our series, also, there are 68 (64.1%)

patients who complained of hearing loss as a presenting symptom of VS. Most literature reviewed is in agreement that

tinnitus is the second most common presenting symptom of VS.

In our series, there were 24 (22.6%) patients who presented with VS as a first sign, and 43 (40.5%) patients who

presented with tinnitus and with the other otologic or vestibular symptoms. Although, all 24 patients presented with

tinnitus as a first sign, with a diagnostic PTA, patients presented with hearing loss in either level. Martin (Birmingham,

2013) has investigated 730 patients with VS, and among them in 70% of the cases, patients were found with tinnitus as a

presenting symptom, and in 58.0% of patients, tinnitus was an accompanying symptom. In our series, there is only one

patient (0.9%) who presented with tinnitus as a sole-reported complaint. Bakkouri (France, 2009) found that 4.0% of the

patients with VS showed the symptom of tinnitus alone.

VI. CONCLUSION

The clinical presentations of a VS is highly variable and includes unilateral high frequency sensoneural hearing loss,

tinnitus, disequilibrium, pressure in the ear, otalgia, and occasionally vertigo, unsteadiness etc. Deterioration of clinical

sings frequently related with tumor grows. The most common presenting symptom at the time of diagnosis is the hearing

loss. The type of hearing loss is the sensorineural high-frequency hearing loss with the sloping audiometric configuration.
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